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Risk Management in the Boardroom

Risk Management: The Role of the Board
•

Finding the balance between risk and reward

•

Identifying the “grey rhinos”

•

Implement effective governance and controls, whilst optimising the strategy
SMCR

Risk

Reward

Senior Managers must take reasonable steps to
ensure:
• Effective controls
• Compliance with relevant regulatory
requirements
• Oversight of delegated responsibility
• Disclosure to FCA or PRA
"An effective risk-management system comprising strategies,
processes and reporting procedures necessary to identify, measure,
monitor, manage and report on a continuous basis the risks, at an
individual and at an aggregated level, to which it is or could be
exposed, and their interdependencies.”
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Risk

Optimising Risk and Reward
High risk, low reward
Risk is misunderstood,
not controlled or not
considered

High risk, high reward
Risk is needed to grow

Reward

Low risk, high reward

Low risk, low reward

Can be achieved over
time, after the ‘big’ risks
have been taken

Slow and stale
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Humans are inherently bad at risk
management
Optimistic
Bias
“The risk won’t happen to
me or in my organization”

Confirmation
Bias
“The information confirms
the risk does not apply to
me”

Control
Bias
“I have more control, so I
can take more risk”

Bias in risk
management is
human nature
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Independent Board
Challenges

Inherent Advantages

Disconnected from the
business

Wealth of
experience

“Information lock”
Provide outside
challenge
Control environment
pendulum: too tight vs. too
loose
Broad network
Voluminous reports and
anecdotal information

Data is static, often backward
looking and un-correlated
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Getting it right

Focus on the mega trends
Economic

Simplify MI to monitor the actual
risks, not every risk

Regulatory

Dynamic

Technological

Forward looking

Demographic

Focussed on actions

Environmental

Clear, well understood
strategy

Constant scanning for
issues and disruption

.

Key components of
effective risk
management
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Case Study: SpaceX
Valuation Growth

Goal: To reduce space transportation
costs to enable the colonization of Mars

The Falcon 1 (MVP)
Started with the
smallest useful rocket
for experimentation

$33.3b

$27m

160

5,000

Employees
in 2005

Employees in
2016

3.2%

2003
2013

Spacecraft had
issues with
thrusters during
orbit

SpaceX Risk
Management
Journey

2015

Space flight
fatality rate

Damage caused to launch
vehicle due to strong winds
2019

Software failure causing
complete vessel to be
destroyed

2020
SpaceX becomes the first
private company to send
humans into orbit

2016
Launch pad explosion
Loss of rocket and onboard
satellite, with a total cost of
$250m
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Insurance – Key Questions
How to support risk management in the boardroom

1

Have a clear strategy

2

Understand the risks of the strategy and the risks of
inaction/getting it wrong

3

Develop MI to monitor key risks - less is more

4

Demonstrate actions

5

Be creative – use trend data, risk transfer and market
insight strategically to counter biases and information
gaps
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What can you do?
How to support risk management in the boardroom

1

Have a clear strategy

2

Understand the risks of the strategy and the risks of
inaction/getting it wrong

3

Develop MI to monitor key risks - less is more

4

Demonstrate actions

5

Be creative – use trend data, risk transfer and market
insight strategically to counter biases and information
gaps
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“It’s okay to be afraid, but it’s not okay to let
it ruin your decision making process.
There’s always a reason to be afraid. But
should you let that take over? Hell, no.”

Venus Williams
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The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to address the circumstances of
any particular individual or entity. Although we endeavour to provide accurate and timely information, there
can be no guarantee that such information is accurate as of the date it is received or that it will continue to be
accurate in the future. No one should act on such information without appropriate professional advice after a
thorough examination of the particular situation.
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